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Antitrust, the Pandemic and
What You Need to Know
• Demand fluctuation, transportation
and staffing challenges, plant
shutdowns, and other events have
affected supply
– Results in product shortages or price
spikes, driven by those shortages

• Not necessarily the result of
anticompetitive behavior, the
interconnectedness of all levels of
the food industry and the impact on
consumers causes increased
scrutiny from competition enforcers
and private litigants.
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Antitrust in a Nutshell
Sherman Act
• Prohibits anticompetitive conduct:
– Agreements among competitors or unilateral conduct by
monopolist

• “Per se” illegal agreements include:
–
–
–
–

Price fixing and Bid rigging
Restriction on output or sales volume
Customer or territorial allocations
“No poach” agreements relating to employees or labor

• Formal, written agreements to conspire not required
• Agreements not to compete through group boycotts
• Predatory Conduct by leveraging market power
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Antitrust in a Nutshell
Robinson-Patman Act
• Prohibits sellers from discriminating in price and terms
between similarly-situated buyers when such discrimination
harms competition.
• Narrow criteria for liability:
–
–
–

Requires similar sales to contemporaneous buyers at different
prices
Sales must be of the same product
Distributors, for one example, offer discounts to chain
supermarkets but not independent ones.

Federal Trade Commission Act
• Prohibits “unfair or deceptive acts or practices” in commerce
• Only FTC may sue under Section 5
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Real-World Examples
Food Brokers Bid Rigging
•
June 2000: 22 individuals and 13 food companies were charged with rigging bids on contracts for the
supply and delivery of more of frozen food and fresh produce to the New York City Board of Education
•
November 2019: Enhanced Government Focus on Collusion in Procurement announced
–

Emphasis and cooperation among law enforcement to deter, detect and prosecute antitrust crimes and related
schemes in government procurements

Tuna Price-Fixing Case
•
Conspiracy to fix prices among competitors discovered during merger review
•
Resulted in $125 million in corporate criminal fines and a 40-month jail sentence for a tuna company CEO
Peanut Price Fixing
•
Three peanut producers accused of conspiring to depress the price of peanuts in order to gain a better
price on wholesale crops
Broiler Chickens Alleged Price Fixing and Bid Rigging
•
June 2019: DOJ Antitrust Division intervened in a civil suit against senior executives for fixing prices and
rigging bids for broiler chickens.
•
June 2020: A criminal indictment was returned charging four senior executives for their role in a multi-year
conspiracy to fix prices and rig bids for broiler chickens sold in the United States.
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Antitrust and the Employment Market
• October 2016: DOJ/FTC release Guidance
regarding hiring and terms of employment
• No-Poach Agreements
– An agreement among competing employers to
not hire each other’s employees
– Example: Fast Food Industry

• Wage Fixing Agreements
– An Agreement among competing employers
regarding wages
– Example: Chicken Processors
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Price Gouging
What is Price Gouging?
A seller increases prices on essential products to exorbitant amounts to capitalize
on an emergency (“profiteering”)

Authority

Federal

State

No Current Statute,
Executive Order triggering
Defense Production Act (DPA)

40
State Laws
(including D.C.; more pending)

(DPA, 50 U.S. Code § 4512) (March 23 Executive Order)

Substance

Prohibits hoarding and selling in excess of
“prevailing market prices”
(AG Barr March 24 Memo)

Products

Trigger

Scarce health products designated by HHS
(e.g. PPE, ventilators, disinfectants)
(HHS Notice of Designation of Scarce Materials)
(HHS Press Release)

March 23 Executive Order triggering
Defense Production Act

(DPA, 50 U.S. Code § 4512) (March 23 Executive Order)

Vary. Some have specific price increase caps (e.g.,
NJ, CA and others prohibit 10+% price increases);
Others prohibit “excessive” or “unreasonable” prices;
most include defense/exemption for increase costs
Vary. Some are narrowly-tailored to
emergency- related products, but many are
broad, capturing a wide-range of products
including food items

Nearly all are triggered by declaration of a
state of emergency
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Price Gouging v. Price Fixing
Price Gouging

Price Fixing

 A seller raises prices on a product or
service for the purpose of taking
advantage of a sharp increase in
demand and short supply

 Two or more horizontal competitors
agree to set the price of products or
services instead of competing with
each other

 Typically takes place after a triggering
event such as a natural disaster or
pandemic (profiteering)

 Illegal even in non-emergency; crisis
cartels may form

 Federal Penalties (Criminal): up to one
year in prison and a fine of up to
$10,000 per 50 U.S. Code § 4513
 State Penalties (Criminal and Civil):
Vary, often $1,000 per violation and up
to one year in prison

 Federal Criminal Penalties
− $1 million fine and/or up to 10 years’
imprisonment for individuals
− $100+ million fines for corporations
 State Penalties (Civil and Criminal)
 Private Civil Penalties: Treble (Triple)
Damages
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Price Gouging Examples
Egg Prices

Recent Price Gouging Suits
•
•
•

Lawsuit brought by Texas AG (recently
dismissed)
Lawsuit brought by NY AG
Private class action in California
–

Suits are against both producers and
distributors
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Online Platforms and Sellers
• April 2020: Online food delivery platforms sued by private litigants over
the use of no competition clauses
– Alleges delivery platforms force restaurants to charge uniform prices for
menu items, even for food orders that were not generated through their
digital platforms

• April 2020: Major online retailer charged in
multiple lawsuits alleging illegal price increases
on certain products due to the pandemic
– Online distributors sued even though they did
not price the products

33 State AGs sent online retailers letters asking them
to crack down on online price gouging violations
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Importance of Collaboration – Expedited Review
Procedures and COVID-19 Collaboration Guidance
 On March 24, the DOJ and FTC issued a joint statement highlighting the
important role of collaboration in fighting the pandemic.
Joint Antitrust
Statement Regarding
COVID-19

 To promote such collaboration, the agencies committed to respond to
requests for guidance within 7 days of receiving all necessary
information.

Collaborations Unlikely to Be Problematic
 R&D collaborations typically procompetitive
 Sharing know-how may be necessary (and OK) for certain collaborations
 Businesses combining production or distribution to products

Other Guidance
Resources
Antitrust Guidelines
for Collaboration
Among Competitors
The FTC’s
Information
Exchange: Be
Reasonable

Antitrust Letter Pork Industry
Subject Matter
The National Pork Producers Council (NPPC) sought a DOJ business review
regarding managing the farm-level surplus of hogs pursuant to an expedited,
temporary business review procedure detailed in a joint DOJ/FTC antitrust
statement regarding COVID-19.

Government Response
The DOJ issued its business review, announcing that it
had no present intention to challenge the proposed
collaborative efforts of the NPPC and the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
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Market Allocation and Restrictive
Covenants
Restrictive covenants
• Exist in food contracts to enforce exclusivity deals or land-use terms
o Ex: Grocery store leases space to other company and states that company must
not build a competitor grocery store
• Exclusivity might mean that a store uses only one distributor for all dairy needs

Illegal Market Allocation
• Agreements that only allow one competitor to serve a certain region
o West Town can only have Whole Foods and East Town can only have Wegmans

Not per se Illegal
• But if done to curb competition through predatory conduct could run afoul of antitrust
laws
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Scenario
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Takeaways
Always set prices independently.

Be wary of collaboration about future prices, supply, or allocation of
markets, customers or suppliers.
Be aware of state price gouging laws; document price increases due to
emergency-related cost or supply issues
If considering a collaboration with competitors, seek legal advice and
consider asking the DOJ and FTC for guidance through the expedited
review process.
Have an effective antitrust compliance program in place
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Questions?
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